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the collection of music featured on this label is staggering. each release brings with it a new,
fresh and interesting sound, that could be mistaken as a new genre to the listener. despite this,
each release is true to its roots and captures the essence of the original masters. the best thing

about the record label is their ability to make every release memorable. as different as the
releases are, all of them flow and complement each other, like a very well-orchestrated

symphony. the label does a great job of bringing the best of the best to the mainstream. it's hard
to pick the best release, but i think the three factory albums are the most fun. and what's more,

they are all still available to the public. this is a label to be proud of. the set begins with our
single cut "toad's factory" (1978) and proceeds into "wave 4" (1978), a more streamlined version
of the original, which is actually my favourite cut. a new version is always welcome, but a version
that is not the same as the original - especially when it is as good as the original - makes things
even better! it is a pity that the people who decided to remaster this cut have not done so in the
best possible way. another cut that is a new version is the group's first single, "maple treeeay"

(1978), which is not their best cut either. "dk summit" (1978) is another one. the only real
disappointment is the reissue of "dk summit" - a very good version, but i wish it had been made
in the best way. it would have been much better if the people who remastered this single had

made some experiment with the mix, so that it sounded like the original version, but it was not.
if you like the original version, you will love the new one. but if you like the original, you will still

like the new one.
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this avoids "ruining" the
recording. the goal of
mastering is to reduce
noise to an acceptable
level, not to alter the

original recording in any
way. in fact, reducing
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noise makes the audio
much easier to listen to
and very enjoyable. if

you were to compress a
recording too much, it

would sound "tinny" and
"muddy." in this article

we will be looking at the
subject of mastering in
the context of vinyl. not
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because it is the only
medium that can be

mastered, but because
the process developed in

the early days of
analogue recording, is

still used to master vinyl,
and it is done in a way
that is a good starting

point for audio
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mastering. compression
is a mathematical
equation, a set of

numbers that attempts
to represent the

perceived quality of the
audio. a compression

curve has a peak-to-peak
dynamic range, which is
the difference between
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the highest level of audio
and the lowest audio

volume. most
compression curves are
a step function, meaning
that the highest volume

level is 255 and the
lowest level is 0. in the

process of digitizing
analogue audio, a point
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of reference is
introduced. a point of

reference is simply the
highest volume level of

the audio for a particular
recording, like the
average level of a
conversation. this

process makes the audio
easier to hear, as the
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dynamic range of the
recording is compressed
from from 0 to 255 to 0

to 100. this
characteristic is referred

to as loudness. in
mastering, the goal is to

find the best
compromise between
compression, loudness
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and quality. this can be
achieved by using the

rules of compressing the
loudest part of the

recording the least and
compressing the quietest
part of the recording the
most. the value at which
the compression takes
place determines how
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high the peak levels will
be and ultimately the

perceived audio quality
of the mastered

recording. 5ec8ef588b
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